over roughly 3000 seconds. After approximately 5000
seconds of sample time the tar concentration reaches a quasisteady state.
Significant differences are present when comparing the
dynamic response of the innovative reactor design shown in
Figure 11 to the v5 reactor shown in Figure 10. For instance,
the innovative reactor spikes in tar and shows an exponential
decline over 3000 seconds whereas the v5 reactor rises in tar
and comes to a quasi-steady state. The innovative reactor and
the v5 responses seem to match an impulse and step input,
respectively, which would indicate major differences in
reactor dynamics. The average tar concentrations for the
innovative design and the v5 are 63 mg tar/Nm3 syngas and
491 mg tar/Nm3 syngas respectively. A lower tar
concentration is evidence of a more effective tar cracking
reactor design.

and comparison between dynamic events.
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